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Abst ract - -We study the existence of positive solutions for the equation (¢p(u'))' + e(t) f(u) = O, 
where, Cp(V) := IvlP-2v, p > 1, subject o nonlinear three-point boundary conditions. We show the 
existence of at least wo positive solutions by using a three-functionals fixed-point theorem in a cone. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we consider the quasil inear equation 
(¢p (u'))' + c(t) I (~) = 0, (1.1) 
subject to one of the following two pairs of nonlinear boundary conditions: 
u(0) - B0 (u' (7)) = 0, u(1) + B1 (u' (1)) = 0, (1.2) 
~(0) - B0 (~' (0)) = 0, ~(1) + B1 (~' (~)) = 0, (1.3) 
where Cp(v) := [v[P-2v, p > 1, 7/C (0, 1) is prescribed. 
When 7/ = 0 in (1.2), Wang [1] first studied the existence of at least one positive solution 
for (1.1),(1.2) by using the norm type cone expansion-compression fixed-point heorem [2]. He 
established an existence result under some superl inear or sublinear assumptions imposed on the 
nonl inearity f ,  which can be listed as follows: 
(i) f0 = 0 and f~ = +oc (superlinear), or 
(ii) f0 = +c~ and fo~ = 0 (sublinear), 
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where 
f0 :-- lim f(u) foo := lim f(u) 
ul0+ U p -1  ' uT+oo g,p-1 " 
When 7/ = 1 in (1.3), Kong and Wang [3] proved the existence of positive solutions of (1.1), 
(1.3) by means of the fixed-point index theory. Their results require that function f satisfies 
(iii) f0 = fo~ -- 0, or 
(iv) f0 = f~ = +o~,  
where fo, fo~ are the same as in (i) and (ii). 
For other existence results on the boundary value problems of the one-dimensional p-Laplaeian, 
we refer to [4-9] and the references therein. But only a few of them deal with three-point 
and multipoint boundary value problems (see [6-9]). The methods and techniques employed 
in these papers involve the use of the Leray-Schander degree theory [5], and the upper and 
lower solution method [4,6] and the fixed-point heorems in cones [7-9]. Motivated by the above- 
mentioned results, in this paper we are concerned with the existence of multiple positive solutions 
of (1.1)-(1.3). By imposing suitable growth conditions on f ,  we show the existence of at least 
two positive solutions of (1.1) (1.3). Our result is based on a fixed-point heorem due to Avery, 
Chyan and Henderson [10,11]. 
In the remainder of this section, we provide some background material from the theory of cones 
in Banach spaces, including a fixed-point heorem for multiple fixed points of a cone preserving 
operator. 
If _P c E is a cone, we denote the order induced by P on E by _. That is, 
x _< y, if and only if y - x E P. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Given a cone P in a real Banach space E, a functional ~ : P --* R is said to 
be increasing on P, provided ¢(z) <_ ¢(y), for alt x, y C P with x <_ y. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Given a nonnegative continuous functional 7 on a cone P of a reM Banach 
space E (i.e., 7 : P --* [0, +oo) continuous), we define, for each d > O, the set 
P(7, d )={xcP  I 7(x) <d} '  
In order to obtain multiple positive solutions of (1.1)-(1.3), the following fixed-point heorem 
will be fundamental. 
THEOREM 1.1. (See [10, 11].) Let P be a cone in a real Banach space E. Let a and 7 be 
increasing, nonnegative, continuous functionaIs on P, and let 0 be a nonnegative continuous 
functional on P with 0(0) = 0 such that for some c > 0 and M > O, 
~(x) _< o(x) <_ o4x) and Ilxll -< M-~(x), 
for all x E P(7, C). Suppose there exists a completely continuous operator 47 : P(7, c) ~ P and 
O < a < b < c such that 
O(Ax) _< AO(x), for 0 < A < 1 and x e OP(O, b), 
and 
(i) "¢(47z) > c, for all z C OP(% e); 
(ii) O(47x) < b, for all x e OF(O, b); 
(iii) P(a, a) • 0 and a(4?x) > a, for all x e OF(a, a). 
Then 4? has at least two fixed points xl, x2 belonging to P(7, c) such that 
a < or (x1) ,  with 0(5[:1) < b, 
and 
b < O(x2), with ~(x2) < c. 
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2. EX ISTENCE OF  TWO POSIT IVE  SOLUTIONS OF  (1 .1 ) , (1 .2 )  
In this section, we will impose suitable growth conditions on f which enable us to apply 
Theorem 1.1 in regard to obtaining muttiple positive solutions of (1.1),(1.2). Our arguments 
involve the use of the concavity and integral representation f positive solutions of (1.1),(1.2). 
The following hypotheses are adopted throughout this paper: 
(A1) Bo(v) and Bl(v) are both nondecreasing, continuous, odd functions defined on (-0% +oc) 
and at least one of them satisfies the condition that there exist m > 0, such that 
O<_Bi(v)<<mv, for a l l v>0,  i=0or l ;  
(A2) f • C([0,+~), [0,+oo)); 
(A3) e(t) is a nonnegative measurable function defined on (0, 1), and e(t) is not identically zero 
on any compact subinterval of (0, 1), furthermore, ¢(t) satisfies 
1 f 1 / .  
By a positive solution of the boundary value problem (1.1),(1.2), we mean a function u(t) 
satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) u • C1[0, 1] and u(t) > 0 for all t • (0, 1) and satisfies boundary conditions in (1.2); 
(ii) Cp(u'(t)) is locally absolutely continuous in (0, 1) and the equality 
(¢p (u'(t) ))' = -e(t)f(u(t) 
holds almost everywhere in (0, 1). 
It follows from (A3) that there exists ~ C (~], 1) such that 
d 0 < e(t) dt < +oc, 
and hence, the functions 
(2.1) 
Yl(X) := f~¢q ( f f f  e(t)dtO ds + ~¢q (ffSe(t)dt) ds, 
and 
y2(x): = Cq e(t) dt +¢q (t) dt , ~]<x<~,  
are continuous and positive on [~/, ~], where q satisfies the condition: q-1 +p-1 = 1. In the sequel, 
is chosen and always satisfies (2.1). 
For notational convenience, we introduce the following constants: 
L1 = min L2 = min yu(x), nGx<:f yl(x)' n<x<5 
and 
(/o I ) Q = (m + 1)¢q e(t) dt . 
Let the Banach space E = C[0,1] be equipped with the norm I1~11 = supt~ [0,1] Iu (t)h and define 
the cone P in E by 
P = {u E E I u(t) is a nonnegative concave function}. 
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Finally, we define the nonnegative, increasing, continuous funetionals 7, O, and a, by 
~(~) = ~(~(~)~(¢)); 
e (~)= max ~(t); 
te{[o,,7]u[~,l] 
@4 = max ~,(t). 
t~[o,1] 
We observe here that, for every u • P, 
7@ ~ e(u) ~ ~(~). 
LEMMA 2.1. If u • P and ¢ • (7, 1), then u(t) >_ ~i1~11, for all t • [n,¢], where 5 = rain{r/, 1 -¢} .  
PROOF. The proof follows from the concavity of u(t) on [0,1]. 
It follows from Lemma 2.1 that, for each u • P, one has 7(u) _> a[lul[. Thus, 
1 
Ilull ~ gT(u), for all u • P. 
We also note that 
e(~)  = ~e(~), o < ~ < 1 and ~ e OP(e,b). 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume (A1)-(A3) hold, and suppose that there exist positive constants 0 < a < 
L1/2Qb < 52L1/2Qc such that 
(C1) f(w) > Cp(2a/L1), ifO < w < a, 
(C2) f(w) < ¢p(b/Q), ifO < w < b/5, 
(C3) f(w) > Cp(2c/hns), if hc < w < c/5. 
Then, the boundary value problem (1.1),(1.2) has at /east  two positive solutions ul and us, such 
that 
a < max u l ( t ) ,  with max ul(t) < b; 
t~[o,q t~{[o,~]u[~,q} 
and 
b < max us(t), 
t~{[o,,7]u[¢,l]} 
1 
with ~(~,s(,) + ~,s(¢)) < c. 
PROOF. In fact, u E P is a solution of (1.1),(1.2), then u'(1) < 0 and u'(~) > 0, there exists 
a a C [r/, 1] such that u ' (a)  -- 0. Therefore, for each positive solution u(t) of (1.1),(1.2), there 
exists a a E [~/, 1] such that u'(a) = O. We define an operator ~ : P --, E by 
)÷/: (/: ) Bo oCq e(r)f(u(r))dr Cq e(r)f(u(r))dr ds, 0 < t < o, 
w(t )  = (~u) ( t ) := 1 1 , 
Bl obq (L  e(r) f (u(r))dr)+/ Cq (L  e(r)y(u(r))dr) ds, a<t<l ,  
for each u 6 P. 
As it is shown in [1,3] that the operator • : P --~ P is well defined with II~ull = 4~u(a). In 
particular, if u 6 P(7,c) ,  we also have ~u E P. Moreover, a standard argument shows that 
¢ : P --+ P is completely continuous, and each fixed point of • in P is a solution of (1.1),(1.2). 
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Without loss of generality, we may assume that 
0 <_ Bo(v) < my, for all v _> 0. 
We now show that the conditions of Theorem 1.1 are satisfied. To fulfill Property (i) of 
Theorem 1.1, we choose u E OP(%c). Then, ~/(u) = (1/2)(u(r/) + u(~)) = c. Recalling that 
Ilull <_ (1/6)~/(u) =- c/5, we have 
o 
~c _< ~lLult <__ u(t) < ~, ~ _ t _< ~. 
Then Assumption (C3) implies f(u(t)) > Cp(2c/hL~), rl <_ t <_ ~. 
~(~u) = l (~u(~)  + ~(~) )  > ~(~) 
=Bo°¢q(fn~e(r)f(u(r))dr)+j~onCq(fsae(r)f(u(r))dr) ds 
_> Cq e(r)f(~(~))dr a~ 
>_5¢0 e(r) dr x-~2 >c' if a>( ;  
2~(~)  = ~(v)  + ~(~) 
>- fonCq(jf~e(r)f(u(r))dr) ds+ f~¢q(f f~e(r) f (u(r) )dr)  ds 
~ e(r) dr 5L2 > 5 Cq e(r) dr + Cq x 
2c >_ 5L2 x ~ = 2c, if cr E [7, ~]. 
Hence, Condition (i) of Theorem 1.1 is satisfied. 
We next address (ii) of Theorem 1.1. For this, we choose u E OP(O,b). Then O(u) = 
maxtE{[0,,]u[¢,l]} u(t) = b. Noticing that I[ul] < (1/5)~/(u) < (1/5)O(u) = b/5, we have 
b O<_u(t)<_~, 0<t<l .  
Then (C2) yields f(u(t)) < Cp(b/Q), t e [0, 1]. As ~hu E P, so 
0(~)  = max ~( t )  _< ~u(~) 
tE {[0,~]U[~,I]} 
<- Bo ° ¢q (j~ole(r)f(u(r))dr) + ¢q (fole(r)f(u(r)) dr) 
(~a 1 ) b 
< (.~ + 1)¢~ e(r) dr x ~ = b. 
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Hence, Condition (ii) of Theorem holds. 
To fulfill Property (iii) of Theorem 1.1, we note that u.(t) =__ a/2, 0 < t < 1, is a member of 
P(a, a) and a(u . )  = a/2. So, P (a ,  a) ¢ 0. 
Now, choose u C OP(a, a). Then a(u) = maxte[0,1] u(t) = a. This implies 0 _< u(t) <_ a, 0 < 
t < 1. It follows from Assumption (C1) that f(u(t))  > ep(2a/L1), t C [0,1]. As before, we 
obtain 
> eq e(r) dr ds ×- -  
L1 
> 2a, if a E [~], ~]; 
~(e~)  ___ Cq e(r . ) f (u(r))dr  e~ 
> Cq dr" dsx~-~-z >a , i fo ->~.  
Thus, Condition (iii) of Theorem 1.1 is also satisfied. Consequently, an application of Theorem 1.1 
completes the proof. 
EXAMPLE. Consider the boundary value problem (1.1),(1.2) with p = 3/2, q = 3, ~ = 1/4, 
= 3/4, 5 = 1/4, and Bo satisfying (A1) with m = 1, e(t) = t -1/2, and 
o   4oo0 
f(u) = 10 + (~-  4000), 4000 < ~ < 5000, 
10u + 40000 
v~ ' 5000 < ~. 
In this example, we have L1 -- (3v~-5) /9 ,  L2 = 2 -v / -3 ,  Q = 8. Let a - -  0.1, b = 1000, 
c = 20000. Then, it is easy to verify that all the conditions of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied. 
Therefore, by Theorem 2.1 we deduce that (1.1),(1.2) has at least two positive solutions uz 
and u2 satisfying 0.1 < max0<t<lut(t ) ,  with maxt~{[o,1/4]o[3/4,1]}ul(t) < 1000; and 1000 < 
maxtE{[o,1/4]u[3/4,1]} u2(t) ,  with 1/2(u2(1/4) + u2(3/4)) < 20000. 
REMARK 1. The method used here is still applicable to the boundary value problem (1.1),(1.2) 
with ~] = 0, or (1.1),(1.3) with ~] = 1. We notice that in the above example, f~  = 5v~, i.e., 
f~  ~ {0, +ce}. Therefore, the main results of [1,3] are invalid to this example. 
REMARK 2. In an analogous manner, we can establish an existence criterion similar to Theo- 
rem 2.1 for the boundary value problem (1.1),(1.3). But here we omit it. 
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